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What is probabilistic 
programming?
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2. Design an inference algorithm for the model.
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(Bayesian) probabilistic 
modelling of data

1. Develop a new probabilistic (generative) model.

2. Design an inference algorithm for the model.

3. Using the algo., fit the model to the data.

a generic inference algo. 
of the language

as a program

in a prob. prog. language
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Language with random choice whose runtime 
engine can invert programs partially.
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F :  [0,1] → 𝜏    and   score :  𝜏 → [0,1].

Want to find an input x with large (score o F)(x). 

Solvable by an inference engine in a prob. PL.
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F :  ℝ → 𝜏    and   score :  𝜏 → [0,1].
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Tackled by an inference engine of a prob. PL.

Generative 
model Data

Posterior 
inference
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How to solve? Generative modelling.

1. Create a simulator.

• Randomly place bumpers. Drop balls.

2. Specify success criteria with conditioning.

• High likelihood if many balls reach the bin.

3. Solve the problem by posterior inference. 
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(with-primitive-procedures  
  [create-world simulate-world balls-in-box] 
  (defquery physics0 [] 
    (let  
      [n-bumpers 8 
       f (fn [] (list 
           (sample (uniform-continuous -5 14)) 
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      (list num-balls bs))))

. . . . .
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[Q] Reduce the number of bumpers.

1) Simulator. 2) Success criteria. 3) Inference.

(with-primitive-procedures  
  [create-world simulate-world balls-in-box] 
  (defquery physics2 [] 
    (let  
      [n-bumpers (sample (poisson 6)) 
       f (fn [] (list 
           (sample (uniform-continuous -5 14)) 
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Three bumpers used.



(with-primitive-procedures  
  [create-world simulate-world balls-in-box] 
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• Model (specified by the program):

p(n-bmp, bs, o-bmp, o-balls) =                                  
sp(n-bmp, bs) * p(o-bmp, o-balls | n-bmp, bs) 

• Observation (specified by the program):  

o-bmp=0,  o-balls=20

• Posterior (computed by inference alg.):  

p(n-bmp, bs | o-bmp=0, o-balls=20)



Case for semantic 
foundation for PPLs
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Formal semantics describes a mapping from 
probabilistic programs to probabilistic models.

= p(x, y=2)
(let [x (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          y (observe (normal x 1) 2)] 
   x)⟦ ⟧’

= p(x | y=2)
(let [x (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          y (observe (normal x 1) 2)] 
   x)⟦ ⟧
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1. Specification of inference algorithms.

2. Compiler optimisation.

3. Detection of ill-defined models.
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p(x,y=0) = p(x) * p(y=0|x) = p(x) * 1/p(x) = 1
p(y=0) = ∫p(x,y=0)dx = ∫dx = ∞

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



p(x) = normal-prob(x;0,1)
p(y=0|x) = exponential-prob(y=0;1/p(x))  = 1/p(x)

p(x,y=0) = p(x) * p(y=0|x) = p(x) * 1/p(x) = 1
p(y=0) = ∫p(x,y=0)dx = ∫dx = ∞

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)

p(x|y=0) = p(x,y=0)/p(y=0) = 0



⟦ ⟧
= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



Issues and results



Issue 1:
Normalised posterior or 
unnormalized posterior?



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧
(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’
(let [x’  (let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-pdf  (normal-pdf x 0 1) 
                         y          (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)

…
…

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’
(let [x’  (let [x           (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
                         y           (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)
…

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’
(let [x’  (let [x           (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
                         y           (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’

⟦ ⟧’
(let [x’  (let [x           (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
                         y           (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)

= undefined ≠ p(x’|y=0,y’=0) = normal-prob(x’;0,1)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’

⟦ ⟧’
= undefined ≠ p(x’|y=0,y’=0) = normal-prob(x’;0,1)

(let [x’  (let [x           (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
                         y           (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



= p(x, y=0) = Lebesgue(x)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x|y=0) = undefined

⟦ ⟧’

⟦ ⟧’
= p(x, y=0, y’=0) = normal-prob(x;0,1)

(let [x’  (let [x           (sample (normal 0 1)) 
                         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
                         y           (observe …)]  x) 
         y’   (observe (normal x’ 1) 0)] 
   x’)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

(let [x          (sample (normal 0 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob)) 0)] 
   x)



In general, semantics interprets programs as 
unnormalized parameterised posteriors [Staton17].

Always s-finite unnormalised cond. distributions 
(also called s-finite kernels) [Staton17].



In general, semantics interprets programs as 
unnormalized parameterised posteriors [Staton17].

Always s-finite unnormalised cond. distributions 
(also called s-finite kernels) [Staton17].

(let [x          (sample (normal z 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)

= p(x, y=0 ; z)

⟦ ⟧



In general, semantics interprets programs as 
unnormalized parameterised posteriors [Staton17].

Always s-finite unnormalised parameterised 
posteriors (also called s-finite kernels) [Staton17].

= p(x, y=0 ; z)

⟦ ⟧(let [x          (sample (normal z 1)) 
         x-prob (normal-prob x 0 1) 
         y           (observe (exponential (/ 1 x-prob) 0))] 
   x)



S-finite kernel

A kernel k from X to Y is finite if supx k(x,Y) < ∞.

A kernel k is s-finite if it is a countable sum of 
finite kernels.



S-finite kernel

A kernel k from X to Y is finite if supx k(x,Y) < ∞.

A kernel k is s-finite if it is a countable sum of 
finite kernels.

The fact that programs mean s-finite kernels 
justifies program reordering for optimisation:

(let [x e1 
          y e2] 
   e)⟦ ⟧ (let [y e2 

              x e1] 
   e)⟦ ⟧= if x∉Free(e1) 

∧ y∉Free(e2)



Issue 2:
Should marginalise or not?



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(a;m,s) = normal-pdf(a;m,s).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

z2

x1

y

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * f(y=-1; 2, 1) * [x1>0] 
   + ∫ f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; 2, 1) * [x1>0] dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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x1

y

……



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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Graphical model



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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y

Graphical model

Model on 
execution traces



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧

= p(x1, y=-1) = ∫p(x1, z2, y=-1) dz2

= f(x1;0,1) * [x1>0] * f(y=-1; 2, 1) 
   + f(x1;0,1) * [x1≤0] *∫ f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; z2, 1) dz2

(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧’

= p(x1, z2, y=-1)    
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)
Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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Graphical model

Model on 
execution traces



Semantics without marginalisation.

1. Converts prob. progs to graphical models.

2. Basis for graph-based inference algorithm.

Semantics with marginalisation.

1. Defines models based on prog. execution.

2. Basis for evaluation-based inference algo.



Issue 3: 
Non-differentiability



(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

Non-differentiable probability density.
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

Non-differentiable probability density.

But non-differentiable at a Lebesgue-measure-0 set.
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

Non-differentiable probability density.

But non-differentiable at a Lebesgue-measure-0 set.

[Q] Always measure-0?
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

Non-differentiable probability density.

But non-differentiable at a Lebesgue-measure-0 set.

[Q] Always measure-0?

[A] Yes, if all primitive ops are analytic [Mak et al. 20].
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(let [x1 (sample (normal 0 1)) 
          x2 (if (> x1 0) 2 (sample (normal -2 1))) 
          y    (observe (normal x2 1) -1)] 
  x1)

⟦ ⟧
= f(x1;0,1) * f(z2;-2,1) * f(y=-1; if (x1>0) then 2 else z2,1)

Here f(x;μ,σ) = normal-prob(x;μ,σ).

Non-differentiable probability density.

But non-differentiable at a Lebesgue-measure-0 set.

[Q] Always measure-0?

[A] Yes, if all primitive ops are analytic [Mak et al. 20].
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Issue 4: 
Higher-order functions



Linear regression



Linear regression

f(x) = s*x + b



Linear regression 
in Anglican

(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
      (observe (normal (f 2) .5) 1.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 3) .5) 3.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 4) .5) 6.8) 
      (observe (normal (f 5) .5) 8.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 6) .5) 8.4) 

      (list s b))



Linear regression 
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(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
      (observe (normal (f 2) .5) 1.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 3) .5) 3.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 4) .5) 6.8) 
      (observe (normal (f 5) .5) 8.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 6) .5) 8.4) 

      (list s b))



Linear regression 
in Anglican

(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
      (observe (normal (f 2) .5) 1.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 3) .5) 3.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 4) .5) 6.8) 
      (observe (normal (f 5) .5) 8.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 6) .5) 8.4) 

      (list s b))



Samples from prior



Samples from posterior



Linear regression 
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(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
      (observe (normal (f 2) .5) 1.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 3) .5) 3.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 4) .5) 6.8) 
      (observe (normal (f 5) .5) 8.2) 
      (observe (normal (f 6) .5) 8.4) 

      (list s b))



Linear regression 
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(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
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      (observe (normal (f 4) .5) 6.8) 
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      (observe (normal (f 6) .5) 8.4) 

      (list s b))

⟦ ⟧∈ Measure(ℝ2)



Linear regression 
in Anglican

(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
      (observe (normal (f 1) .5) .7) 
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Linear regression 
in Anglican

(let [s  (sample (normal 0 2)) 
          b (sample (normal 0 6)) 
          f  (fn [x] (+ (* s x) b))] 

      (observe (normal (f 0) .5) .6) 
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⟦ ⟧∈ Measure(ℝ2)

Troublemaker
in measure theory

Measure(ℝ→ℝ)



Measure-theoretic issue

Measure theory provides a foundation for 
modern probability theory.

But it doesn’t support higher-order fns well.

ev : (ℝ→mℝ) x ℝ → ℝ,      ev(f,x) = f(x).

[Aumann 61] ev is not measurable no matter 
which σ-algebra is used for ℝ→mℝ.



We formulated a new probability theory that 
puts random variable as primary concept [LICS’17].

Used it to define the semantics of expressive 
prob. programming languages, such as Anglican.

Quasi-Borel space - core notion of this theory. 
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Random variable α in X
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• X - set of values.
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• Random seed generator.
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is a random variable 
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• Measure theory:

• Measurable space (X, Θ⊆2Χ).

• Random variable is an induced concept.

• Quasi-Borel space:

• Quasi-Borel space (X, M⊆[[0,1]→X]).

• M is the set of random variables.



Quasi-Borel space - set with random variables.

(X, M⊆[[0,1]→X])

such that M has enough random variables. 

1. M contains all constant functions.

2. (αoβ)∈M for all α∈M and mBle β:[0,1]→[0,1].

3. If [0,1]=⨄i∈ℕRi with Ri∈𝕭 and α1,α2, … ∈ M, 

then (αi when Ri)i∈ℕ∈M.

Here (αi when Ri)i∈ℕ(r) = αi(r) when r∈Ri.
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QBS morphism

(X,M),  (Y,N) - QBSes.

f : X→Y is a morphism if (foα)∈N for all α∈M.

Maps random variables to random variables.

We will write f : X→qY.



[Theorem] The category of quasi-Borel spaces 
is cartesian closed.

[Theorem] The category of measurable spaces 
is not cartesian closed.

Intuitively, cartesian closure means good 
support for higher-order functions.
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Applications of QBSes

• Justification of compositional inference 
algorithms [POPL18]. 

• Domain theory for statistical probabilistic 
programming [Vakar et al. 19].



Issues

1. Unnormalised or normalized posterior?

2. Marginalised or un-marginalised?

3. Measure-0 non-differentiabilities?

4. Focus on measurable sets or random vars?
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